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30% Returns for U.S. Equities in 2013
International Equities return in 2013 was 23%
Fed starts minor tapering of bond purchases
Price Earnings expansion created 2/3 of stock market return in 2013
Interest rates starting to rise

THE PRICE IS RIGHT
In the 70s Bob Barker was the host of a popular game show called, The Price is Right. Contestants would compete to guess
the correct price of the item displayed. I watched this show as a youngster, and it dawned on me recently that contestants
on the game show and investors share a noteworthy commonality. The contestant succeeded by appraising the closest value
of an item, the contestant that had the most accurate price estimate received an opportunity to win the prize. Contestants
with better knowledge of prices had a better chance of winning than those who didn’t. Investors succeed by accurately
assessing the fundamental value of an investment and by doing so, increase the probability of making a handsome return.
Such is the similarity between contestant and investor, success is a function of understanding the underlying value. The Key
to attractive Returns is to understand that Price equates Return. For example, if an investor is considering purchasing
a bond that matures at $1,000 in 6 years, the price paid for the bond determines return. If one pays $500 for the bond, the
return will be 12% over the 6 years; pay $800 and the return decreases to less than 3%. There are differences between stocks
and bonds, but they are similar in the concept of price and return. The price we pay for the stock market in comparison to
future dividends is what creates return. As stated in earlier articles, an accurate method of assessing valuation attractiveness
is using the Price to Earnings ratio. High P/E ratios are the equivalent to paying $800 for the $1000 bond, while low P/E
ratios are the equivalent to paying $500 for the $1000 bond. This doesn’t mean that an investor couldn’t have paid $800 for
the bond and one year later sell it for $900 to make a nice return. But the next investor who paid $900 for the $1000 bond will
achieve less than a 2% return if held to maturity. As the price increases, the future return over the remaining time horizon
decreases. This is precisely what we at HFG fear as it relates to the current stock market today.
* I use the term stocks to represent a large basket of stocks like the S&P 500 or the Dow Jones Industrial Average.

2013 IN REVIEW
US stock markets dominated investment performance when compared to global assets. The S&P 500 had a total return of
32% while the International EAFE index returned 23%. Gold declined by 27% while US Bond returns were flat for short
duration portfolios and down 2% for the BC U.S. Aggregate Index. During the year corporate profits increased by 6-7% as
measured by the Shiller method year over year (YOY), while the S&P 500 index increased by 30% (excluding dividends). As
stock prices increased faster than earnings this caused a Price to Earnings or P/E expansion. To explain how the S&P 500
generated a 32% return in 2013, we break down the three components of the return. (See Exhibit 1) The first component is
dividend income. For the year the S&P 500 generated about 2% of its return in income. The second component is earnings
growth. As stated above YOY earnings increased by 6-7%. By combining dividends with earnings growth this means that
8-9% of the market’s return was explained by fundamental reasons. The last component is price change. This is where we
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witnessed the largest percentage change. P/E ratios as measured by *Shiller started the year at 20-21 and expanded to over
25 by year end. This expansion of P/E ratios was the largest contributor of the stock market return last year. The expansion
contributed almost 25% of the 32% return in the S&P 500 in 2013. In order for the market to experience another 30%
year and assuming that income and earnings growth contribute another 8-9%,P/E ratios would need to expand from 25 to
32. This is possible but unlikely. Note that the 1929 peak in P/E ratios was 30-32 and the market has only exceeded 1929’s
P/E once, and that was during the 2000 tech bubble. As to bonds, interest rates remained flat in the Treasury market for
maturities less than 3 years; however, maturities greater than 5 years rose on average 1% or more causing bond prices to
decline. Inflation remained subdued coming in below 1.5% for the year.

*Some of you may be wondering why we continually emphasize Shiller as we discuss P/E ratios. The purpose is to
distinguish the method of determining earnings. We have a compliance requirement to be clear explaining our data
and methods. Shiller uses the average of the last 10 years of earnings with an inflation adjustment. Most of the
industry uses the most recent (trailing) earnings or the forecasted earnings method. As stated in our previous market
summaries, using only one year as your earnings can lead to an inaccurate read on corporate profitability because of
the cyclical nature of businesses. (Market Summary, 29 Years of Perspectives, May 2011)

Exhibit 1
2013 S&P 500 Attribution of Return
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VALUATIONS
Over the last couple of quarters we have provided this table in the Market Summary to give our clients and readers a
valuation assessment. We’ve add the P/E 1 Year and Market Cap to GDP as additional metrics. All of these are respected
metrics of market valuations. What you should take away from this exhibit is that stock prices are high by any valuation
method. However, this doesn’t mean the market is destined to crash or decline any time soon. A market decline could
happen tomorrow or it could be deferred for years to come. The column “Decline to Mean” illustrates how far the market
would need to fall to get to each valuation metric’s average. We suggest that you keep in mind that once the market falls,
they tend to be severe at these valuation levels. For example, the 2000-02 decline wiped out the entire return of the S&P 500,
in excess of Treasury Bills, all the way back to May 1996. The 2007-09 decline wiped out the entire return of the S&P 500, in
excess of Treasury Bills, all the way to June 1995. (Source: John Hussman Ph. D. Hovering With an Anvil, January 16, 2014)

Valuation Metric
P/E 1 Year Trailing Earnings
Shiller P/E Ratio (CAPE)
Price to Sales Ratio
Market Cap tp GDP
Q-Ratio

Exhibit 2
Current
19.48
25
1.65
1.25
1.05

Average
14.53
16
0.96
0.65
0.68

Overvaluation
-25%
-36%
-42%
-48%
-35%

P/E’s AND EARNINGS YIELD
As I write this, I am in Brazil visiting my in-laws. I am not fluent in Portuguese, but I can find my way around town. While
navigating the city, I find myself understanding the general conversation but not the details. Yes, I would like chicken for
dinner. However, I can’t understand how it is cooked or the seasoning that is used. This experience leads me to wonder if
some of you feel the same about P/E ratios. In an attempt to provide clarity, I will share an alternative to P/E ratios; it is called
the Earnings Yield (EY). Let me illustrate its use. EY is nothing more than taking the earnings or income of an investment
and dividing it by the current price. For example, if you purchased a rental that generated net rental income of 10,000 and
cost $200,000 your EY would be 5% (10k/200k). In other words the rental income is 5% of the beginning value. Simple
enough? The P/E ratio is nothing more than the reciprocal of the EY formula: ($200,000/$10,000 =20). The EY calculates
our expected cash flow return while the P/E ratio tells us how many dollars we invested to get $1 dollar back in return.
Let’s examine how the Earning Yield (EY) changes returning to our example of the rental income of $10,000 and the
property price of $200,000. If next year saw prices stay flat while rents increased to $11,000, the EY would increase to
5.5% ($11k/$200k). What this illustrates is that if income rises faster than price, the future earnings yield or return on that
investment improves. However, if the price had increased to $225,000 while the rent remained flat, the EY would actually
decline to 4.4% ($10k/$225k), ala 2013 stock market. The new EY is now less than 5%. This doesn’t tell us what our past
return was, but it is an indicator of future returns. As prices rise faster than income, the future return is less. This is precisely
what we haven seen in the US and Global stock markets today, as stock prices continue to rise at a 20-25% clip and income/
earnings are increasing at a rate of 6-7%. This is not a sustainable trend.
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To illustrate the stock market’s Earnings Yield examine Exhibit 3 below. You see that the EY has ranged from a low of 2.5%
to a high of 15%. If you comprehend this concept, you should understand as investors we desire high EYs as opposed to
low EYs. What causes high EY? Answer: Low Prices. What causes low EY? Answer: High Prices. Remember that prices and
EY are inversely related. I think that most investors lose sight of this because they are constantly looking in the rear view
mirror. For example, in 1999 when the S&P 500 had its fourth straight year of 20% returns (caused primarily by irrational
P/E expansion), most investors were expecting more of the same in the coming year. They didn’t recognize that all of those
good years created a very low EY climate. (The X on the blue line which is above the year 2000 illustrates the low EY in
2000). What is also interesting is that since 12/31/1999 the price return on the S&P 500 has been only 1.65% per year, if you
included dividends the return increases to 3.60% per year. Low EY leads to low future returns. To further illustrate why we
feel that the current level of EY or P/E is important for future investment decisions, let’s examine the relationship between
the current EY and the next decade return. This can be seen in Exhibit 4.
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What should stand out in Exhibit 4 is the correlation of the light blue and dark blue lines. They move in the same direction.
What it really indicates is that Earnings Yield is a “predictor” of future returns. I use the word predictor carefully because
some may misconstrue the intent of the data and believe it to act like a crystal ball with precise and fail proof capabilities,
which could not be further from the truth. By predictor we simply mean that it illustrates the law of probability, which is that
if EY is high, we are likely to have above average stock returns. If EY is low, we are likely to have below or poor returns. We
don’t use this as a forecasting tool for the near term. History has proven that markets are far too dynamic and irrational to
make short term projections and we believe there are no existing methods to forecast or predict market returns inside of 5
years with accuracy. High prices or low earning yields are not predictors of market crashes. But, they illustrate the direction
of future returns over the next decade. Our investment philosophy is to align our clients’ portfolios with the corresponding
return opportunities. If we are in a high Earnings Yield climate, we are willing to assume more risk. Just the same, if we are
in a low Earnings Yield climate, we assume less risk. The level of risk we assume is generally illustrated by the percentage of
allocation we make to stocks.

Exhibit 4
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IS THERE ANY GOOD NEWS?
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The answer for the economy is, yes. The recent economic news doesn’t indicate a boom, but the economy continues to add
jobs, albeit a slower pace than previous rebounds. We shouldn’t under estimate the impact of fracking and our pursuit of
energy independence. Our future trade imbalance will shrink and add to economic growth as we reduce our dependence
on foreign energy. This bodes well for higher GDP; however, we remind clients that economic growth by itself is only one
component of future returns. The other two are income and price (valuation changes). Income from investments is dismally
low and we’ve already addressed the issue of price. In summary we’re feeling more positive about the economy, but this
doesn’t change our assessment of the investment climate which remains at a growing level of risk and low Earnings Yields
(EY).

SUMMARY
In closing, we remind our clients and readers our investment decisions and concerns are independent of our economic and
political views. Our views and assumptions are price and value related. This is why we prefer to discuss the “Investment
Climate” and not the political or economic climate. Our investment posture, which is a fancy term for changing your equity
allocation, will change as the evidence does.

EXHIBIT 1 DISCLOSURES

P/E 1 Year Trailing Earnings: This is taking the last four quarters of the as reported earnings of the S&P 500 companies and dividing this number into the Price of the S&P 500
index. This ratio can provide false signals as it doesn’t factor in the cyclical nature of corporate earnings. Post recession periods earnings can decline significantly on a shorter term
basis as create very high P/E ratios. These high P/E ratios would normally signify that stocks are overpriced. Source: http://www.vectorgrader.com/indicators/price-earnings
Shiller P/E ratio: Yale professor Robert Shiller, the author of Irrational Exuberance, averages the last 10 years of earnings and then adjusts them for inflation to get the Shiller
P/E. Shiller refers to this ratio as the Cyclically Adjusted Price Earnings Ratio, abbreviated as CAPE. Source Dr. Shiller’s website 12/31/13
The Price to Sales (P/S) ratio is the current market value of the S&P 500 index divided by the last four quarters of sales. It is used because sales are much less susceptible
to cyclical swings than earnings. During recessions, profit margins can become depressed, while during booms, they tend to become abnormally high. Source S&P Analyst
Handbook and S&P Indices.com
Market Cap to GDP: This indicator has been described by Warren Buffet as “probably the best single measure of where valuations stand at any given moment.” It compares the
total price of all publicly traded companies to GDP. This metric can also be thought of as an economy wide price to sales ratio.
Source: http://www.vectorgrader.com/indicators/market-cap-gdp
The Q Ratio is a popular method of estimating the fair value of the stock market developed by Nobel Laureate, James Tobin. The Q Ratio is the total price of the market divided
by the replacement cost of all its companies. The numbers are supplied in the Federal Reserve Z.1 Financial Accounts of the United States of the United States, which is released
quarterly. Source: Dshort 12/31/13 http://advisorperspectives.com/dshort/updates/Q-Ratio-and-Market-Valuation.php
Haberling Financial Group (HFG) is a financial services corporation specializing in investment management and financial planning. HFG has been providing quality
wealth management services since 1983, and currently manages over $285 million in assets for 600 families and retirement plans.
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